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Abstract
Perfect m-cycle systems are de.ned. In this paper, it is proven that the class of perfect 7-cycle
systems is a variety of quasigroups, and a de.ning set of identities for this variety is given.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An m-cycle system of order n is a pair (Q;C), where C is a collection of edge
disjoint m-cycles which partitions the edge set of Kn (the complete undirected graph
on n vertices) with vertex set Q. Recently, the necessary and su9cient conditions for
the existence of an m-cycle system of order n have been determined to be [1,5]: (1)
n is odd and (2) n(n− 1)=2m is an integer.
Let (Q;C) be an m-cycle system and for each m-cycle c∈C denote by c(k) the
distance k graph of c (that is, the graph formed on the same set of vertices as c
by joining two vertices if and only if they are distance k apart in c). Let C(k) =
{c(k) | c∈C}. (Note that c(k) consists of t (m=t)-cycles, where t = gcd(m; k).) If
(Q;C(k)) is an (m=t)-cycle system, then (Q;C) is said to be k-perfect.
A universal algebra quasigroup is a 4-tuple (Q; ◦; \; =) where “◦”, “\”, and “=”
are binary operations on Q called “multiplication”, “left division”, and “right division”
satisfying the four identities: x◦(x\y)=y; x\(x◦y)=y; (x=y)◦y=x, and (x◦y)=y=x.
An algebraic quasigroup is a pair (X; ∗), where “*” is a binary operation on X such
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that the equations a ∗ x = b and y ∗ a = b have unique solutions for all a; b∈X . It is
straightforward to see that if (Q; ◦; \; =) is a universal algebra quasigroup, that each of
(Q; ◦); (Q; \), and (Q; =) is an algebraic quasigroup and that the symbiotic relationship
between the operations “◦”, “\”, and “=” is that the three equalities a ◦ b= c; a \ c= b
and c=b= a are equivalent.
Let (Q;C) be an m-cycle system of order n and 16 h¡m=2. We de.ne a binary
operation “◦” on Q by a ◦ a= a for all a∈Q and a ◦ b= u and b ◦ a= v if and only if
(a; b; : : : ; u; : : : ; v; : : :)∈C, and the distance from b to u is h and the distance from a to
v is h. This is called the h-Construction. If we de.ne “\” and “=” in terms of “◦” as
above, then (Q; ◦; \; =) is a universal algebra quasigroup if and only if (Q;C) is both
h and h+ 1 perfect.
From now on, we will drop the quanti.cation “universal algebra” and “algebraic”
in front of “quasigroup”. The context will make it clear as to which we are talking
about.
A variety of quasigroups is a class of universal algebra quasigroups which is closed
under the taking of subquasigroups, direct products, and homomorphic images. It is
well-known that a variety V of quasigroups can be equationally de6ned. That is to
say, if V is a variety of quasigroups, there exists a collection of quasigroup identities
I such that a quasigroup belongs to V if and only if it satis.es the identities I [2].
The collection of identities I is called a de6ning set of identities for the variety V .
A class C of m-cycle systems is said to be equationally de6ned if and only if there
exists a variety of quasigroups V with the property that the 6nite quasigroup (Q; ◦; \; =)
belongs to V if and only if (Q; ◦) can be constructed from an m-cycle system (Q;C)
belonging to C using the h-Construction, for some h.
In [3], it is shown that the class of 2-perfect 7-cycle systems is equationally de-
.ned (using the 1-Construction) and a de.ning set of identities is {x2 = x; (yx)x =
y; (xy)(y(xy)) = (yx)(x(yx))}.
In [4], it is shown that the class of 3-perfect 7-cycle systems can be equationally
de.ned (using the 3-Construction) and a de.ning set of identities is {x2 = x; xy =
yx; x \ ((xy) \ x) = ((xy) \ x)(y \ ((xy) \ y))}.
We will call a 7-cycle system perfect if it is both 2- and 3-perfect. The purpose of
this paper is to show that the class of perfect 7-cycle systems is equationally de.ned.
In particular, we show that the variety of quasigroups, de.ned by the identities I(7)
given in Theorem 1, has the property that a .nite quasigroup (Q; ◦; \; =) belongs to this
variety if and only if (Q; ◦) can be constructed from a perfect 7-cycle system (using
the 2-Construction). This gives the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The class of perfect 7-cycle systems is equationally de6ned by the fol-
lowing identities I(7):
x2 = x; y[(xy) \ x] = x[(yx) \ y];
(xy) \ x = (yx)=(xy); (xy)[y[(xy) \ x]] = (yx) \ y;
y[(xy) \ x] = x=(yx); [(xy) \ x]y = (yx) \ y
using the 2-Construction.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1
Let V be the variety of quasigroups de.ned by the identities I(7). Let (Q;C) be a
perfect 7-cycle system and (Q; ◦; \; =) the quasigroup constructed from (Q;C) using the
2-Construction. We show that (Q; ◦; \; =) satis.es the identities I(7). So let a; b∈Q. If
a = b, the identities are trivially satis.ed. So consider the case where a 	= b∈Q and
let (a; b; p; q; r; s; t) be the cycle containing the edge {a; b}. Then a ◦ b = q; q \ a =
p; b ◦ p = r; b ◦ a = s; s \ b = t, and a ◦ t = r, which shows that (Q; ◦; \; =) satis.es
the identity y[(xy) \ x] = x[(yx) \ y]. In a similar way, the remaining identities can be
shown to hold using the fact that p ◦ q= s; q ◦ r = t; r ◦ s= a, and p ◦ b= t.
We now show that the multiplicative part of every .nite quasigroup belonging to the
variety V can be constructed from a perfect 7-cycle system using the 2-Construction.
We begin by noting that every .nite quasigroup belonging to the variety V is anti-
symmetric (i.e. a ◦ b = b ◦ a implies that a = b). In fact if a ◦ b = b ◦ a the identity
(xy) \ x = (yx)=(xy) gives (a ◦ b) \ a= (b ◦ a) \ (a ◦ b) which implies a= a ◦ b which
implies a= b.
Now, let (Q; ◦; \; =) be a .nite quasigroup in the variety V . For any a 	= b∈Q
consider the following ordered set c∗=(a; b; (a◦b)\a; a◦b; a◦[(b◦a)\b]; b◦a; (b◦a)\b).
We prove that c∗ is a 7-cycle; i.e. the elements a; b; (a ◦ b) \ a; a ◦ b; a ◦ [(b ◦ a) \ b]; b ◦
a; (b ◦ a) \ b are distinct:
a 	= b by hypothesis;
a= (a ◦ b) \ a implies (a ◦ b) ◦ a= a implies a ◦ b= a implies a= b;
a= a ◦ b implies a= b;
a= a ◦ [(b ◦ a) \ b] implies a= b ◦ [(a ◦ b) \ a] = a=(b ◦ a) implies a= b ◦ a implies
a= b;
a= b ◦ a implies a= b;
a= (b ◦ a) \ b implies a= a ◦ [(b ◦ a) \ b];
(a ◦ b) \ a= a ◦ b implies a= a ◦ b;
(a◦b)\a=a◦ [(b◦a)\b] implies (a◦b)◦ [a◦ [(b◦a)\b]]=a implies a=(b◦a)\b;
(a ◦ b) \ a= b ◦ a implies (b ◦ a)=(a ◦ b) = b ◦ a implies a= b= b ◦ a;
(a ◦ b) \ a = (b ◦ a) \ b implies [(a ◦ b) \ a] ◦ b = (a ◦ b) \ a implies b = (a ◦ b) \ a
implies b ◦ a= a ◦ b;
a ◦ b= a ◦ [(b ◦ a) \ b] implies b= (b ◦ a) \ b implies b= b ◦ a;
a ◦ b= (b ◦ a) \ b= [(a ◦ b) \ a] ◦ b implies a= (a ◦ b) \ a.
All other equalities are excluded by reversing the roles of a and b.
We now show that the cycle c∗ is generated by each of its edges. We prove this for
the edge {b; (a◦b)\a}, the proof for the remaining edges being similar. By de.nition,
the cycle generated by this edge is (b; c; (b ◦ c) \ b; b ◦ c; b ◦ [(c ◦ b) \ c]; c ◦ b; (c ◦ b) \ c),
where c= (a ◦ b) \ a. It is straightforward, and not di9cult to see that (b ◦ c) \ b= a ◦
b; b ◦ c= a ◦ [(b ◦ a) \ b]; b ◦ [(c ◦ b) \ c] = b ◦ a; c ◦ b= (b ◦ a) \ b, and (c ◦ b) \ c= a.
If C denote the set of all of the 7-cycles constructed in this way, then (Q;C) is a
7-cycle system.
Trivially, the multiplicative part of the quasigroup we started with can be constructed
from (Q;C) using the 2-Construction.
Combining all of the above completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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